Abstract: There are multiple available technologies to find the location of a mobile device, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), Bluetooth Low-Energy beacons (BLE), and Wireless LAN (WLAN) localization. We propose a novel method to estimate the location of a moving device by aggregating information from multiple positioning systems into a single, more precise location estimation. The aggregated location is calculated as the place in which the product of the probability density functions (PDF) of individual methods has the maximum value. The experimental probability density functions of the three analyzed technologies are fitted by gamma distributions based on error histograms found in the literature and measurement data. The location measurements of the individual technologies are provided at different time instants, so the weighted product of the PDFs is used to improve aggregation accuracy. The discrete event-simulation model was used to evaluate the aggregation method with the Gauss-Markov mobility model. Simulations demonstrated that the calculated aggregated location was more accurate than any of the methods taken as the input, and average error was decreased by almost 13% compared to an arithmetic mean of the three considered localization methods, and by more than 36% compared to the single method with the highest accuracy.
Introduction
Localization is an important function of mobile devices. Smartphones, tablets, and wireless network devices provide not only communication functions but, thanks to being able to measure one's current location, can also help users navigate and provide location-based services [1] . Mobile devices are now equipped with multiple radio interfaces that can be used to estimate device location. Bluetooth and GPS receivers exist in almost every smartphone. There are also many indoor positioning systems (IPSs) based on available WiFi. Most positioning systems are based on a single technology, but there are also hybrid positioning systems available for finding the location of a mobile device using several different positioning technologies. According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index [2], in 2018 there were approximately 20 billion networking devices, of which 24% were smartphones. This shows that there is an enormous market of devices capable of using different indoor and outdoor positioning techniques.
Most positioning systems are based on measurements coming from one technology. GPS technology has become the most widely deployed solution [3] , with billions of devices using it for outdoor-location measurements. There were trials for also using GPS for indoor positioning, see, e.g., specialized hardware and data processing. All of the above listed techniques are based on the specifics of two (or more) particular location technologies and do not allow to merge the outcome of different location techniques in a generic way, taking into account the difference in the measurement time of the technologies. Another issue is that error characteristics for GPS, WLAN, and BLE are significantly different, which makes it almost impossible to use the average of many measurements into a single, more accurate location estimation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the proposed method of location-measurement aggregation, in Section 3 we describe the methodology of error-estimation aggregation, and in Section 4 we show the simulation results. We finish with our conclusions in Section 5.
Proposed Location-Aggregation Method
The main idea of the proposed location-aggregation algorithm is to discover a point in which the probability of finding a mobile node is the largest at a given moment of time. For this purpose, it is necessary to estimate the distribution errors of each available system used for localization and to find a location in which probability multiplication of the presence according to all location-information sources (e.g., GPS, WLAN, or BLE) is highest. In addition, when the device is moving, more recent measurements more precisely represent its current position. This is due to the error caused by the change of location, that is, the movement of the device between the time at which the measurement was made and the current time is smaller. This is taken into account by weights, which are described in detail in Section 2.5.
Error-Distribution Fitting
Simulation of the behavior of analyzed methods requires fitting probability density functions to real data as, to the best of the authors' knowledge, there are no papers showing the analytical probability distribution functions of WLAN or BLE localization systems. The main purpose is the estimation of the error distributions of individual location-estimation methods. During the fitting procedure, a well-known heuristic algorithm called particle-swarm optimization [20] was applied [21] .
This method imitates a swarm intelligence (e.g., fish, birds). During consecutive iterations, points move to new places in the domain considering their own best position in history, the best position of the swarm, and randomness, according to the following equations:
where − → x i (j) , − → v i (j+1) are the localization and velocity of the i-th point during the j-th iteration, respectively. − → x i (best) is the best position (with the highest value of an evaluation function) of i-th
is the best position of the swarm and − → x i (actual) is the current position of i-th point.
c i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are coefficients, r(0, 1) is a pseudorandom number from interval [0, 1). In this case, c 1 = 0.729, c 2 = c 3 = 1.49445, according to Reference [22] . On the basis of real data, three gamma distributions were estimated, associated with the analyzed methods. The hypothesis that gamma distribution is a good approximation of distribution errors was taken because the histograms of the location methods present in the literature show that error probability distributions are left-skewed and have long right tails. The calculations presented in following subsections confirm these arguments.
GPS
In the case of the GPS, the probability density function was generated by using data coming from the Federal Aviation Administration in Washington [23] . A sample was composed of more than 255 million elements. The data provide measurements with horizontal errors in meters, divided into 0.1 m width intervals in the range from 0 to 13.6 m:
where n i is the number of elements in i-th bin of the histogram. Such data are normalized and used to fit the probability density function of errors. Normalization means the division of each grid point by the total number of occurrences and multiplication by interval length (0.1 m) to ensure that ∞ 0 f GPS (x; k, θ)dx = 1. It is required to go from a discrete to a continuous distribution. Thus,
In the presented case, m = 137. Figure 1 shows an empirical probability density function of GPS horizontal error based on the described data. The analytical function needs to be matched to these data to represent the GPS error in the model. To find such a function, the optimization procedure was used to find the function parameters that provided the smallest root-mean-squared error. The goal function of the optimization has following form:
where f GPS (x i ; k, θ) is a value of the gamma distribution with a shape parameter k and a scale parameter θ in i-th point of grid, y i is the probability of a specific error in i-th point of grid, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m }.
The appropriate probability density function was estimated by using particle-swarm optimization (30 particles, 1000 epochs). The exact results are available in Table 1 . It turned out that gamma distribution with a shape parameter k = 2.331727 and a scale parameter θ = 0.370786 was a proper choice for fitting empirical values from GPS. This distribution was also proposed in Referehce [24] . It yields to the following equation: GPS horizontal error probability density Figure 1 . Global Positioning System (GPS) horizontal error distribution based on real data. A graph of the probability density function of gamma distribution with adjusted parameters can be seen in Figure 2 . GPS is the most accurate from three described methods, but it gives results only every 1000 ms. 
WLAN
The second applied method for collecting localization data is based on Wireless LAN fingerprinting [25] . It was proposed for indoor localization and has lower accuracy than the GPS, but is also available in many outdoor locations, where multiple WiFi APs are deployed. It is also possible to get a frequent output of measurements because WiFi beacons are transmitted every 100 ms. Similarly, particle-swarm optimization was used to designate the gamma-distribution parameters: gamma distribution represents well error characteristics in positioning methods based on fingerprinting [26] . According to values of cumulative distribution function (CDF) representing the localization error of a method based on kernel principal-component analysis ( Figure 9 in Reference [25] ), following evaluation function Φ W LAN that was created:
Heuristic methods indicated that k = 1.755533 (a shape parameter) and θ = 0.848053 (a scale parameter) were good choices for gamma distribution. The obtained results enable to create a pattern for probability density function:
Equation (7) graph is shown in Figure 3 . It is possible to see that the most likely error value in the case of the method based on WLAN is about one meter. 
BLE Beacons
The third method used for localization of a mobile node concerns BLE beacons. Error distribution was estimated on the basis of error values shown in Table 6 .6 in Reference [27] . Assessment was not as good as in previous cases because the available data were not so detailed, but it was enough for reliable simulations. Again, gamma-distribution parameters were fitted using particle-swarm optimization. Evaluation function Φ BLE , designated, for minimization is as follows:
where k and θ are the shape and scale parameters of gamma distribution, respectively. The least value of Equation (8) was achieved by using k = 6.48936 and θ = 0.44277, which led to the following probability density function:
A graph of Equation (9) is presented in Figure 4 . This method is the least accurate of the three described approaches, thus providing the biggest localization error of, in most cases, more than two meters. Despite this, thanks to the low cost of the beacons, localization based on BLE is becoming increasingly popular. The distribution errors of three presented methods were estimated. They are shown together in Figure 5 . Thanks to such an estimation technique, a bigger impact on a value of Φ(x, y) has more precise modules: the maximum of f GPS , f W LAN , and f BLE is equal to 0.88, 0.49, and 0.38, respectively. 
Location Aggregation
The location-aggregation algorithm uses the multiplication rule for independent events to find a location, for which the coincidence of errors for each method is highest. This approach is similar to the maximum-likelihood method. There are multiple sources of location information, in the analyzed case, coming from GPS, WLAN, and BLE positioning systems. The point at which the product of each of the methods' error PDF is highest was selected as a candidate. It was assumed that this is the location in which the measured device is most likely present. The goal of the algorithm is realized through maximizing a value of evaluation function Φ(x, y):
where d i METHOD (x, y) is the Euclidean distance between i-th point of a given method (GPS, WLAN, or BLE) and a calculated point (x, y). Thus, arg max
is a solution of the issue. Because of the estimation of errors by using gamma distributions, Φ(x, y) is unimodal function, so arg max Φ(x, y) has a unique solution that is the method output. It is now necessary to precisely describe the components of Φ(x, y). Location measurement by different methods is done at different time instants. In this paper, three sources of location information of the mobile node are considered: GPS, WLAN, and BLE beacons. It is assumed that GPS sends location data every 1000 ms, WLAN has an interval of 100 ms, and BLE beacons transmit data every 300 ms. Those are the default intervals at which following devices output location measurements. Furthermore, it is the smallest interval in which location measurements are possible. The aggregated location is calculated every 250 ms.
Within one time window (250 ms), it is possible to obtain two or three measurements from the system based on WLAN, zero or one from GPS, and, similarly, zero or one measurement of location information from BLE beacons. Hence, all the collected data from previous computations were used in the calculations. If any system (GPS or BLE), however, did not provide information in the previous window, the latest measurement from such a method was attached to the calculations. So, in the presented case, n 1 = 1, n 2 = 2 or 3 and n 3 = 1. Furthermore, the meaning of coefficients 1 − (t − t i ) needed to be clarified (t is a current time and t i is the time at which i-th measurement was delivered). These are weighting factors that define the importance of subsequent summands. The smaller a difference (t − t i ) is, the higher the value that the corresponding coefficient has. This means that the newest data have the biggest impact on the final result.
To find the estimated location, the maximum of Φ(x, y) function needs to be found. For this purpose, two approaches were compared: the grid method, and the local-search heuristic algorithm. The first is based on grid generation: the domain of the search is divided into squares with an equal size (for the sake of the analysis, 1 cm × 1 cm was used). Then, the value of Φ(x, y) is calculated in each square. Coordinates in which the square with the maximum value of Φ(x, y) is located are an output of this method. While this approach is computationally complex, it is simple in implementation, and allows to achieve the desired accuracy by changing the size of the square.
The second technique, local search, is a relatively simple and widely used optimization method [28] . It has lower computational complexity, as it does not require calculating the values of Φ(x, y) in so many points. One should define an initial point (in this paper, it is an arithmetic mean of m points obtained from the following methods, where m is the number of summands in Φ according to the described approach). During consecutive iterations, new points are randomly generated in the neighborhood of the best one according to the following equation:
where x j i is the j-th coordinate of the i-th point, − − → x best = (x best , y best ) is a point with the highest value of evaluation function until the last iteration, − → α = (α 1 , α 2 ) is a vector of parameters, and U(−1, 1) is a pseudorandom number from uniform distribution in interval [−1, 1). Then, if Φ(x, y) ≥ Φ(x best , y best ), the point is considered as the best so far. At the end of each iteration, the values of − → α are reduced (exploitation of domain).
Algorithm 1 presents a pseudocode of the proposed location-aggregation method.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the localization-aggregation method

Input: Points indicated by used methods with timestamps: GPS
BLE }, distributions of errors of GPS ( f GPS ), WLAN ( f W LAN ) and ( f BLE ), present timestamp t Output: Coordinates of the optimum with value of function Φ(x, y) (Equation (10)) Calculate range of calculations: BLE }. Find a point (x, y) where x ∈ [x min , x max ], y ∈ [y min , y max ], with the maximum value of evaluation function Φ(x, y) (10) according to the grid method, local search, or another optimization method.
Aggregation-Accuracy Analysis
Movement Model
Proper simulation of an object's movement (for instance, a vehicle in a hall) requires an appropriate mobility model. The Gauss-Markov mobility model [29] was selected as a model that represents changes in both movement speed and direction, preserving some inertia [30] . It is represented by the following equations:
where − → v t is a speed at time t, − → v is mean speed, β is a parameter (β ∈ [0, 1]), and N(0, 1) is a pseudorandom number from normal distribution with a mean equal to 0 and standard deviation equal to 1. β is a parameter connected with the memory of a node. If β = 0, a new speed is completely different than the previous one. Setting β = 1 causes the node to move according to the uniform rectilinear motion. Intermediate values (β ∈ (0, 1)) influence movement variability (for instance, β close to 1 implies a large impact of a previous step). Proper choice of parameters like β, − → v and − → ϕ facilitates modeling object behavior. An exemplary path of an object moving according to this mobility model is shown in Figure 6a . 
Simulation Model
For the evaluation of the described method, a simulation model was developed. The simulations were implemented in OMNeT++ 5.4.1 with the assumption of the following conditions:
• a mobile node moves according to the Gauss-Markov mobility model with parameters:
position of the mobile node changes every 5 ms; • there exist three localization systems: GPS, WLAN, and BLE beacons; as mentioned before, and they give information about localization every 1000 ms, 100 ms, and 300 ms, respectively; • for successive methods, errors to the actual position are added according to the corresponding distribution error (for instance, GPS errors are pseudorandom values from gamma distribution with shape parameter 2.33 and scale parameter 0.37); • a position of the mobile node is calculated every 250 ms.
Tests lasted for 48 simulation hours, which generated a sample with almost 700,000 cases of position calculations. Figure 7 presents a visualization of an exemplary case, with measurements of particular methods as in Figure 8 . The lighter a color is, the greater the probability of finding a node. Distributions are consistent with the previous section. The most accurate method (GPS) had the largest impact on the final result, but was, of course, balanced by weight coefficients. The last picture demonstrates an aggregate score. Presented images illustrate an idea of the described approach well-it is like the maximum likelihood method. 
Results and Discussion
Aggregation of WLAN, GPS, and BLE Localization
Results presented in Table 2 confirmed that the presented localization-aggregation method achieved the best accuracy. Average errors for the grid method and local search were less than one meter. Local search was significantly faster than the grid method because it does not require calculating function values in the whole domain. Despite this, such an approach is very efficient and has similar results to the grid method. The simple alternative to the proposed algorithm, i.e., the arithmetic mean that collects localization data from the last time window (250 ms) is more than 14% worse than the aggregated location. Each individual localization method (WLAN, GPS, and BLE beacons) achieved significantly worse scores. GPS was most accurate from the presented modules, but it rarely provides information, only every 1000 ms, which introduces a large error related to the location change of the mobile device. Although WLAN causes larger errors than GPS, it can more often send localization data. The worst accuracy of the three compared systems was by BLE beacons, with an average error slightly less than three meters. The results show that the simple selection of the location provided by the positioning system with highest accuracy causes an error higher by more than 50% than the aggregated location. A comparison between the real path of the mobile node, positions approximated by the aggregation algorithm, and other localization methods is shown in Figure 6 . This confirms that the presented technique is the most effective, as its path was the closest to the real one. The GPS path is the most accurate, but this method has large intervals between consecutive points. Figures 9 and 10 present the error distributions for the two optimization methods used. Distributions show a very low probability of errors higher than two meters, which proves the stability of the aggregation method. Furthermore, their similarity proves that local search can be an efficient alternative for the grid method. Figure 9 . Experimental probability distribution function of error for location aggregation, with maximum selected using grid method. 1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 Figure 10 . Experimental probability distribution function of error for location aggregation, with maximum selected using local search. 
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In addition, measurements without the least effective method (based on BLE beacons) were performed. The received results, shown on Table 3 , indicate that even the weakest system has a positive impact on the final point (average error was slightly worse without BLE beacons). Understandably, the accuracy of the arithmetic mean was about 0.06 m better than before (this statistic is sensitive to deviations). 
Adaptation to Different Positioning System Error Characteristics
The accuracy characteristics of localization information provided by the GPS, WLAN, and BLE positioning systems may vary. In particular, the error characteristics provided by positioning systems based on fingerprinting may change depending on the physical conditions in which it is used, such as the number of beacons and the distances between beacons. The aggregation method proposed in this paper is universal, as data can be collected from any n modules with different error characteristics. The method can be adapted to incorporate error distribution, measured in real life by repeating the procedure of gathering the error histogram measured for a particular localization method and fitting error distribution using particle-swarm optimization, as described in Section 2.2 for GPS. Similarly, the proposed aggregation method can easily be adapted to different localization methods (e.g., UWB) by extending the evaluation function through addition of the estimation of distribution error of the other considered method.
Conclusions and Future Work
The aggregation of localization data is an important issue, as more positioning systems are being deployed and may be used to improve the accuracy of location tracking. In this paper, a localization-aggregation method that allows the calculation of a mobile-node position was proposed. The usefulness of this approach was proven through discrete event simulation. It is possible to improve the accuracy of localization estimation and decrease the error by one-third through merging information from individual methods between moments in which they transmit localization data. A first step relies on assessing errors generated by subsequent modules. Then, it is necessary to create the evaluation function according to the described steps and find a place where the maximum of this function is located. The evaluation was performed for GPS, WLAN, and BLE beacon location systems. The simulation results confirmed that the aggregation algorithm in the paper could increase the localization accuracy of a mobile node by 13% compared to an arithmetic mean. The proposed method is more general and can be adapted to incorporate other indoor-or outdoor-positioning systems through the adaptation of the error distribution of the different localization methods, and through the application of weight coefficients corresponding to reception time. The fitting verification to the error distributions and the accuracy of the method in real-world experiments, as well as the integration of the aggregation with filtering, such as Kalman filters, which can further improve accuracy, are future research challenges.
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